
Mailing List Website has fresh mail lists of
vacation time-share, and travel leads all over
the United States and Canada

Top Vacation & Travel Leads Available

Vacation &  Frequent Travel Travel Lists

With the worst pandemic finally behind

the world, the USA is gearing up to spend

some time off traveling to destinations

for rest and relaxation.

LAS VEGAS, NV, UNITED STATES, May 2,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --  Sprint Data

Solutions Worldwide Marketing is a

marketing-focused enterprise that

assists businesses in growing their

client or customer base. Companies

that work directly with other

businesses can access many business

postal mailing lists. These lists provide

crucial corporate details like the name

and titles of relevant decision-makers

in this high-volume sector of

transactions. 

Businesses with a general retail focus

will want to use the many consumer

postal mailing lists available. All of

these databases are available with

breakdowns for geographic and

demographic requirements. Whether a

business transacts with B2B or general consumer markets, many listings are available based on

the marketing requirements.

The Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Commitment

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing started life as the idea of a disabled veteran. After

completing the responsibilities required from military duty, the next step was to move out of

defense and into development, specifically the economy. It was decided the way do this would

be to help businesses find the customers or clients they needed for stable, tangible growth. A
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Vacation Frequent Fliers Mailing List

Vacation & Travel Club Members By Resort Name

Mailing List

start-up began, and today that business

now sports staff with over 50 years of

combined industry experience in the

marketing sector.

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing

jumped into the marketing industry during

a transitional period. While dominant,

traditional marketing techniques like print

or television advertising continued to sway,

new forms, like digital marketing, were

already showing promise as potential

game-changers. The company’s entry point

was direct mail, which had the welcome

benefit of imparting critical lessons about

data acquisition, management, and

analytics. 

As it had in other industries, digital proved

to be a new major contender in the

marketing sector. Still, the company was in

the right place and time to use its data-

management experience and integrate

digital marketing services into its

wheelhouse. This created an early mover

advantage for the company that benefited

itself and the clients served.

Today, Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

Marketing has expanded far beyond its initial operating range of only the hometown of Las

Vegas, Nevada. Service now covers all of the United States, including Alaska and Hawaii. For

businesses wanting to go past the border and sell to the rest of the continent, databases for

Canada and Mexico are also available. And for those companies ready to go international, it’s

possible to cross the Atlantic and enter markets in the European Union like France.

The Travel Industry Is Turning Around

One of the most significant casualties of the global pandemic was tourism and travel. It’s no

surprise, considering that air, bus, and train travel put all passengers at risk of exposure since

these were confined spaces that raised the risk of infection. However, the worst of the pandemic

is behind us, and many people are gearing up to resume recreational travel once again. A crucial

segment of this is people who have bought into timeshare properties where they share a

residence with other time shareowners but can use and inhabit that residence when they’ve

booked and cleared it with the other owners.



Enthusiast travelers in general and time-share owners in particular present golden marketing

opportunities. People who have invested in a time-share property already commit to regular

travel to a specific destination, as evidenced by their willingness to share time in fixed property.

This indicates a need to regularly purchase travel-related products and services and an interest

in the areas and businesses in which the time-share property is located. For the right companies,

having access to data of time-share owners, or just travel enthusiasts in general, can lead to a

surge in interest for the right marketing strategies, coupled with much higher rates of

engagement and response.

Locating The Right Time-Share Investors

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing has databases for enthusiast travelers and time-

share owners throughout the United States. The databases can be classed by geographic

requirements for nationwide marketing plans or focused on regional campaigns, such as for

Deep South time-share owners only. It can also be narrowed down to just one state or a

neighborhood in an area, such as only time-share owners in Lake Buena Vista, Orlando, Florida.

In addition, travelers and time-share investor databases can also be provided on a demographic

basis. If a marketing strategy is aimed at particular ethnicities, such as African American time-

share investors, that list can be made available. Those lists are also available if a marketing

opportunity is more appropriate for a particular faith, such as practicing Mormon time-share

investors. It’s even possible to reach out only to time-share investors or travelers who only meet

a specific income level, such as high net worth individuals. Mailing addresses are a standard

provision, but additional contact data is always available. Email addresses can be provided for

digital marketing campaigns, telephone numbers are available for telemarketing needs, and

even SMS/Text-based marketing can be accommodated with cellular phone numbers included

on request.

Some businesses may wish to manage a direct mail campaign but be reluctant to do so due to

lacking hands-on experience. For this need, turnkey direct mail solutions are available. This step-

by-step service walks clients through each phase of a direct mail campaign. Every stage happens

under one roof, from the planning and design phase to prototyping, manufacturing, and printing

materials, and then using the desired databases to distribute the materials. This service

eliminates the usual need to source for and vets different vendors and services for the other

areas of the campaign.

If you’re interested in contacting travelers and time-share owners around the country, contact

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing. You support an American company owned and

operated by a disabled veteran when you work with us.

Analeide Gallardo

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing

+1 702-472-8668
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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